IMAGERY AND FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE IN SYSTEM OF A DOWN'S SONG LYRICS ENTITTLRD TOXICITY
1.3 Problem of the Study
The problems of the study are:
1. What types of imagery and figurative language are used in the song lyric of “System Of A Down”?
2. What are the functions and of imagery and figurative language in the song lyric of “System Of A Down”?

1.4 Aim of the Study
The aims of the study are:
1. To Discover the types of imagery and figurative language in the song lyric of “System Of A Down”.
2. To know the Function of imagery and figurative language in the song lyric of “System Of A Down”.

RESULT OF THE RESEARCH

- SYSTEM OF A DOWN “TOXICITY”
- First Stanza:
  - Conversion, Software version 7.0 (line 1)
  - Looking at life through the eyes of a tire hub (line 2)
  - Eating seeds is a pastime activity (line 3)
  - The toxicity of our city, of our city (line 4)
After all the discussion and analysis in the chapter four, the following are some important things that can be taken as the conclusion of this study. First, there is a type of imagery used in System Of A Down’s song entitled Toxicity. The imagery involves our senses to imagine something and that imagination has particularly effects on our feeling and our emotions. This imagery which was employed in the song is visual imagery, but there are also other types of imagery such as, auditory imagery and kinesthetic imagery.

Second, this lyric use several types of figurative language namely metaphor, rhetorical, personification, simile, hyperbole, pleonasm, irony and metonymy. The use of figurative in this lyric has several significant functions, which are giving special effects by using words to the listeners of the song. The figurative effects make the listener imagine about the events in the song lyric. It also made the message of song easier to understand.

On the other side, the use of figurative makes the lyric appealing to the listeners. For the song writer, the use of imagery and figurative language helps him to express his ideas and thoughts in an artistic way. It also brought interesting things in their lyric, which made the listeners use their imagination, and help them understand what the songwriter wants to convey within the song.